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In brief

We derive a detailed mathematical model that describes long-term time-lapse data of growing

dendrites; it optimises total wiring and space-filling.

Highlights

• Dendrite growth iterations guarantee optimal wiring at each iteration.

• Optimal wiring guarantees optimal space filling.

• The growth rule from fly predicts dendrites of other cell types and species.

• Fly neurons stretch-and-fill target area with precise scaling relations.

• Phase transition of growth process between fly embryo and larval stages.
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Abstract 1

The way in which dendrites spread within neural tissue determines the resulting circuit 2

connectivity and computation. However, a general theory describing the dynamics of this 3

growth process does not exist. Here we obtain the first time-lapse reconstructions of neurons 4

in living fly larvae over the entirety of their developmental stages. We show that these neurons 5

expand in a remarkably regular stretching process that conserves their shape. Newly available 6

space is filled optimally, a direct consequence of constraining the total amount of dendritic 7

cable. We derive a mathematical model that predicts one time point from the previous and use 8

this model to predict dendrite morphology of other cell types and species. In summary, we 9

formulate a novel theory of dendrite growth based on detailed developmental experimental 10

data that optimises wiring and space filling and serves as a basis to better understand aspects 11

of coverage and connectivity for neural circuit formation. 12

Introduction 13

No one has to date proposed a theory of dendritic development that predicts the actual details 14

of the biological growth process. Existing models describe the branching structures of mature 15

dendrites using statistical growth rules (Koene et al., 2009), their spatial embedding (Luczak, 16

2006) or optimal wiring constraints (Cuntz et al., 2007, 2010). Only recently, time-lapse analysis 17

has become more quantitative (Chalmers et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2013) enabling to link the 18

developmental dendritic growth process with actual computational models. Understanding 19

dendrite growth is essential to relate dendrite structure and the self-organisational process 20

of neural circuit formation with respect to the set of all connections, i.e. the connectome 21

(Denk et al., 2012). Also, only through simulations of dendritic development can the mature 22

morphology be understood with respect to its underlying biology. We analyse in this work 23

the maturation of the sensory dendritic arborisation (da) neurons of Drosophila larvae, a model 24

system to study dendrite growth using genetics and molecular techniques (Jan and Jan, 2010). 25

Among the da neurons, class IV ddaC (CIVda) cells tile (Grueber et al., 2002) and efficiently 26

fill the available two-dimensional space (Shimono et al., 2010; Sugimura et al., 2007) via local 27

interactions between neighbouring branches (Matthews et al., 2007; Soba et al., 2007). 28
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Fig 1. Long-term time-lapse imaging of CIVda neuron development.
A, Sketch illustrating the imaging procedure throughout Drosophila larva developmental stages: embryo
(E), larval instar (L) 1, 2 and 3. The larvae were kept in culture medium between the imaging steps. Times
shown are AEL (after egg laying). B, Maximum intensity projections of image stacks from the same two
neighbouring da dendrites (stars) for all four developmental stages. C, Digital reconstructions of the two
neighbouring dendrites from B with small diameters clamped at 2µm. Triangular markers in L3 show axons,
which are ignored in the rest of the study. D, Scaling behaviour of total length L and number of branch
points B against the total surface that the dendritic trees span S. Dashed lines show the best fit for data
points L1—L3 with respective power and r2 values. In all panels, the colours for the developmental stages
are E (red), L1 (green), L2 (blue), L3 (black).
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Using live imaging, we obtained time-lapse reconstructions (Lee et al., 2013) of developing 29

dendrites of the same CIVda neurons throughout larval development (E—L3), over the 30

course of several days (Figure 1A). Remarkably, large parts of the dendritic architecture were 31

conserved over all developmental stages while the overall shape was stretched, increasing the 32

size homogeneously in all directions (Peng et al., 2015) (Figures 1B and C). Most importantly, 33

individual dendritic branches from previous stages were easily identifiable and new branches 34

grew in the space that became available through the extensive epidermal stretching. In the 35

following, we dissect the stretch-and-fill process that underlies the development of CIVda 36

dendrites, thereby formalising their maturation in a general theory of dendritic growth. 37

Results 38

Scaling behaviour of CIVda neuron throughout larval development. 39

In order to confine our model quantitatively, we first studied the scaling behaviour of dendritic 40

morphological parameters during development, i.e. in which relation to one another their 41

values increased (Cuntz et al., 2012; Iyer et al., 2013). The surface area S covered by the 42

dendritic trees increased by a factor of 62× between embryo (E) and third instar larva (L3) 43

stages, consistent with previous observations (Parrish et al., 2009). After a phase of filling 44

the dendrite’s available spanning area in the embryo stage reflected in a different scaling 45

behaviour (Parrish et al., 2009), S scaled regularly with total dendrite cable length L in the 46

range of L1—L3 stages with a strict power relation of exponent 0.78 (L ∼ S0.78; R2 = 0.97). 47

Branches appeared to fill up newly available space beyond a stretching process (L ∼ S1/2, 48

increasing the size without adding branches), however without conserving cable density 49

(L ∼ S) throughout development (Figure 1D, top panel). Similarly, the number of branch 50

points B scaled with S with an exponent of 0.66 (B ∼ S0.66; R2 = 0.84) lingering between 51

a pure stretching process with no new branches (B ∼ S0, i.e. B does not change with S) 52

and a conservation of branch point density (B ∼ S, a linear relation with an exponent of 53

1; Figure 1D, bottom panel). In line with a general growth process conserving dendritic 54

features, all branching statistics that we studied scaled extensively with developmental stages 55

(Figure 2A) but were essentially invariant of the developmental stage once the differences in 56

overall sizes were normalised out (Figure 2B). 57
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Fig 2. Branching statistics are similar throughout developmental scaling
A–B, Average branching statistics of reconstructions at the four developmental stages in absolute (A) and
normalised (B) values. Panels in A indicate standard deviations in shaded areas. In all panels, the colours
for the developmental stages are E (red), L1 (green), L2 (blue), L3 (black).

Minimal wiring and optimal space filling. 58

Since CIVda neurons possess space-filling dendrites we consider here an efficient coverage 59

of available surface area S with short dendritic cable length L. Such an efficient coverage 60

could be achieved by spreading out branches to regularly distributed target locations. As 61

a reference, we used targets on a closed hexagonal lattice arrangement that are well spread 62

(Figure 3A) (Hales, 2000). Tightly packed circles with radius θ around these targets are known 63

to cover π
2
√
3
≈ 90.69% of total available S. This simple geometrical framework yields direct 64

relationships for all morphological variables of interest when connecting N such targets to a 65

tree: 66

θ = (h−1/2/2) · S1/2 ·N−1/2 ≈ S

(2 · h · L)
L ≈ h−1/2 · S1/2 ·N1/2 (1)

67

where h =
√
3
2

(see Methods). In order to later compare these relations with random target 68

distributions (Figure 3B) and real trees (Figure 3C), we also calculated their corresponding 69
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equivalent θ values as the distance one has to move away from all points on the tree to cover 70

∼ 90.69% of S. 71

Fig 3. CIVda neuron minimal wiring and optimal space filling.
A, Targets (blue dots) distributed on a closed regular hexagonal grid optimise space coverage (left) and form
a minimum spanning tree (blue straight lines) when connected to minimise total cable and path lengths
toward the root (large blue dot, right). Grey shaded area indicates 10% (> θ; θ shown as black line for one
sample target) furthest away from targets (left) or from the tree (right). B, Similar arrangement as A but
with random uniformly distributed targets (orange colours) as a comparison. C, Similar arrangement as
A for real da dendrite normalised to the same S as in A (targets are not shown since they are unknown).
D, Model trees based on random homogeneously distributed targets in the dendrite spanning area (see
Methods). Upper row (left to right): Model parameter bf vs. error (comparing total length, branch order,
compression and path length with corresponding real tree values; straight black line), optimal bf (0.225,
black dot), standard deviation of the error (shaded area), and distribution of ratio values between numbers
of targets and branch points (inset, 4.07± 0.29) for the optimal bf ; Validation of number of branch points
B, total cable length L and space coverage θ between scaled real trees and model trees with dashed line
indicating unity for comparison; sample random tree grown in the spanning area of the dendrite depicted in
C. Lower part: similar panels as in Figure 2B but for synthetic trees.

However, for a concrete comparison between real and synthetic trees, it was essential to 72
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estimate N — the number of targets — an unknown measure in real trees. Fortunately, CIVda 73

branching structures were well predicted by minimum spanning trees based on optimal 74

wiring constraints (Nanda et al., 2018), which were best matched in our case with a trade-off 75

parameter bf = 0.225 between minimising total cable L and path lengths PL along the tree 76

from any target toward the root (Cost = L+ bf · PL; Figure 3D, upper left panel) (Cuntz et 77

al., 2007, 2008, 2010; Wen and Chklovskii, 2008). Such synthetic trees grown on a number 78

N of randomly distributed targets within the spanning area of real dendrites to minimise 79

this effective cost matched all remaining branching statistics of their real counterparts after 80

simply matching the total number of branch points B (Figure 3D). A tight ratio of 4.07± 0.29 81

between number of targets N and number of branch points B was observed in such synthetic 82

dendrites (Figure 3D, left panel inset) (c.f. Cuntz et al., 2012) enabling us to estimate N in real 83

dendrites directly from B (N = 4.07×B). 84

Fig 4. Modelling scaling relations in CIVda neuron development.
A, Comparison of the scaling behaviour of the variables in the space filling equations between real neurons
(dots, same colours as in Figure 1D) and the two models shown in Figure 3A (Hexagonal arrangement,
blue; dashed line Equation 1 for targets only, straight lines for connected trees) and Figure 3B (Random,
orange lines). Number of branch points in real dendrites were converted to target number N by the factor
4.07 obtained in Figure 3D. B, Scaling behaviour of the random model from Figure 3B (orange) assuming
that target number N grows with the side length of the surface area between L1–L3 compared with data
from Figure 1D.

Equipped with Equation 1 and after normalising S in all cases we were able to isolate entirely 85

linear relationships between the square root of the number of target points N1/2, L and 1
θ
, the 86
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inverse of θ quantifying the amount of space filling (Stepanyants et al., 2002). Interestingly, the 87

corresponding scaling relationships indicated that real dendrites were shorter but less space 88

filling (smaller 1
θ
) for one given N than synthetic trees from well-spread targets on a hexagonal 89

grid (Figure 4A, Equation 1). Real dendrites almost perfectly matched a configuration with 90

randomly distributed targets (compare orange lines and data in Figure 4A). However, when 91

comparing 1
θ

and L all configurations reached similar space filling for a given total length 92

of dendrite (Figure 4A, Equation 1). Optimal wiring criteria seemed to, therefore, optimise 93

space filling with respect to dendritic cable length regardless of target distributions, which 94

seemed to be a general feature of minimum spanning trees. Optimally wired dendrites with 95

uniformly distributed random targets were overall an excellent match for all measured CIVda 96

neuron morphologies at all developmental stages and explained their specific space filling 97

character. This could be qualitatively consistent with a random branching process of the 98

Galton Watson type (Watson and Galton, 1875) that includes self-avoidance (Ganguly et al., 99

2016; Memelli et al., 2013). In fact, assuming that the number of targets N is proportional to 100

the side length (or square root) of the total surface area S (Figure 4B) such a model was also 101

an excellent match for the precise scaling behaviour observed previously in Figure 1D. Thus, 102

we can accurately model CIVda dendrites at each developmental stage. We therefore next 103

addressed the developmental process leading to such optimally wired trees from one stage to 104

the following. 105

Dendritic developmental stretch-and-fill. 106

In order to unravel the developmental growth process using the time-lapse data, we identified 107

branch and termination points that were conserved in consecutive reconstructions using a 108

newly developed semi-automated registration procedure (Figure 5A). The analysis unveiled 109

a surprisingly linear and isometric stretching (Figure 5B) with a tight slope between the 110

stretching vector and the distance of points from the dendrite root (Figure 5C). Interestingly, 111

the overall origin of stretching did not lay precisely in the dendritic root location (Figure 5B) 112

consistent with a possible impact of superficial epithelium extension on dendritic scaling 113

during development (Jiang et al., 2014). 114
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Fig 5. CIVda neuron developmental stretching.
A, Time-lapse data analysis: Branch and termination points (coloured dots) in time 1 (left, here L2) are
registered to corresponding points in time 2 (right, here L3, same colour). The arrows on the left depict the
movement of the respective topological points and illustrate the stretching of the entire structure between
two acquisitions. B, Overall analysis for all pairs (N = 47). Arrows (every 25µm) are averages only shown
where data for at least 5 pairs were available. Dendrites were centred on their root (black dot). C, Analysis
of stretching by comparing the arrow lengths (left, one dot per topological point with same colours as in
A; right, topological points collected from all pairs with colours indicating larval instar at time 2 and their
distance to the root. Linear fits (dashed cyan lines) determine the slope for all pairs (far right: histograms of
slope values and residuals).

Our time-lapse registration method enabled us then to identify the new branches filling 115

the empty space after the dendrite’s linear stretching and the way they affected the scaling 116

relationships (Figure 6A). Analogously to Figure 3 and 4, we simulated the filling process 117

by iteratively either connecting random targets within S or targets that were selected to be 118

maximally far away from the existing tree (Figure 6B, orange and blue respectively; compare 119

with pink new branches in the experimental dataset). Whereas random targets had efficiently 120

connected to realistic synthetic trees in one go, the iterative — developmental -– filling of real 121

dendrites yielded slightly inferior space filling 1
θ

compared to the maximal filling model and 122

fewer branch points B than the random filling model. A mixed model, however, predicted 123

both values appropriately (Figure 6B, green) and enabled the growth process to remain on the 124

realistic trajectories within the scaling behaviour plots (Figure 6B, bottom panels; compare 125
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with Figure 6A). The results of the time-lapse analysis, therefore, put precise quantitative 126

bounds to our growth model and indicated that a mixed model between maximal and random 127

filling would best match the biological developmental iterations of dendrite growth. 128

Fig 6. CIVda neuron developmental space-filling.
A, Scaling trajectories of variables defined in Figure 4 for all pairs in real cells (grey arrows) and the one
example shown from Figure 5A (pink arrow). B, Filling characterised by new branches in time 2 (real cell
from Figure 5A, pink branches; black branches are conserved from time 1). Models filling randomly (orange),
mixed (green), and maximally (blue) away from the existing dendrite (black tree with dots indicating the
root). Panels show the trajectories obtained from model filling (orange dots – random, green dots – mixed
model, blue dots – maximal, compare with A).

Morphological model of dendrite development. 129

Having formalised the growth process from one time point to the following we simulated the 130

developmental steps to grow entire synthetic dendrites de novo in the three different models 131

(Figure 7). The mixed model reproduced the scaling behaviour that real dendrites underwent 132

while optimising wiring and space filling throughout development. The resulting synthetic 133
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dendrites reproduced the shape of L1–L3 morphologies but failed to match the distinct aspect 134

of embryo stage dendrites indicating once again that at the phase transition between E and L1 135

the mode of branching changed dramatically. Our synthetic developmental growth process 136

was able to reproduce morphologies of other planar dendrites (cerebellar Purkinje cells 137

and fly lobula plate tangential cells) and 3D dendrites (dentate granule cells, hippocampus 138

pyramidal cells and cortical layer 5 pyramidal cells) as well as their space filling character 139

(Figures 8A and B). Our new iterative model represents a substantial improvement over our 140

previous optimal wiring based models and will be useful at dissecting the developmental 141

growth process leading to the mature dendritic morphology. 142

Discussion 143

In summary, we have shown how the iterations of dendrite growth lead to optimally wired 144

morphologies throughout development, in other words how nature implements minimum 145

spanning dendritic trees sequentially. We further have shown that optimally wired minimum 146

spanning trees necessarily lead to optimal space filling regardless whether targets are dis- 147

tributed randomly or spread out maximally, meaning that minimising dendritic cable length 148

guarantees optimal space filling in all cases. Our synthetic growth algorithm completely 149

describes CIVda neurons showing that the dendrites of these cells are optimally built to 150

constrain wire and explaining the scaling behaviour that most likely conserves connectivity 151

(Gerhard et al., 2017) and function (Cuntz et al., 2013). The scaling behaviour exhibits a phase 152

transition between embryo and L1—L3 (Parrish et al., 2009) that is similar to observations 153

that have been made in C. elegans (Nicosia et al., 2013). Our models open up the possibility in 154

the future to associate mutant phenotypes or elements of structural plasticity to parameter 155

alterations in our model to better understand the underlying mechanisms of dendrite growth 156

(Tavosanis, 2012; Yalgin et al., 2015). In our model, new targets that are chosen to be far from 157

the existing tree are connected to a close node on the existing tree while also considering short 158

paths in the dendrite. Elucidating the precise dynamics of elongation and retraction due to 159

repulsion from other branches and molecules that establish the dendritic territory (Hattori 160

et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2007; Parrish et al., 2007) will require time-lapse analysis with 161

much higher temporal resolution (Chalmers et al., 2016; He and Cline, 2011). However, with 162

the current model in hand, quantitative predictions for such studies are given. Ultimately, 163

our model will link neurite outgrowth and space filling with circuit formation (Schröter et 164
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al., 2017) in neural networks of arbitrary complexity basing simulations on well-understood 165

principles instead of vast collections of neuronal reconstructions (Markram et al., 2015). 166

Fig 7. Morphological model of CIVda dendrite development.
Synthetic dendrites generated from scratch using the growth rules derived in Figure 6. Iterations shown
correspond to total lengths of 9, 14, 20 and 30mm approximating mean values for E/L1, L2, L3 and maximal
length in L3 respectively after normalising S from left to right with models that fill randomly (orange, top
row), maximally (blue, middle row) and a mixed model (green, bottom row). Scaling behaviour (Bottom
panels) is compared to the real cells (grey dots, otherwise similar to Figure 4). Straight lines (orange,
green and blue) indicate the scaling behaviour during the growth iterations of the respective examples
(random, maximal, mixed model filling) shown in Top panels. Pink line with dots shows the four (E, L1–L3)
developmental stages of the same real cell from Figure 6.
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Fig 8. Morphological model applied to other cell types.
A, Application of the same growth rule as in Figure 7 to other planar cells (blue, Purkinje cell; pink fly
tangential cell; dots – data; lines – growth trajectories of sample synthetic morphologies shown to the right
within the spanning areas – grey shaded – in which they were grown). B, Similar arrangement as in A but for
3D cells (dark cyan – dentate granule cell, dark grey – cortical layer 5 pyramidal cell, mauve – hippocampal
pyramidal cell).
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Materials and methods 176

Fly handling 177

To label Class IV da (CIVda) neurons specifically, we used a fly strain that carried a fusion 178

of a fraction of the enhancer of the ppk gene and eGFP (w1118; ; ppk − eGFP ) (Grueber et al., 179

2003). This strain expresses eGFP in CIVda neurons from embryonic stage 16 throughout 180

larval stages. We concentrated on the dorsal ddaC neuron (Grueber et al., 2002). For embryo 181

collection, young fertilised females were placed in population cages, supplemented with 182

apple agar plates maintained in an incubator at 25◦C and 60% relative humidity. To obtain 183

developmentally synchronised embryos the agar plate was supplemented with fresh yeast 184

paste to promote laying of retained eggs and replaced after one hour. Females were then 185

allowed to lay eggs for 30min. The collected eggs were placed back in the incubator and 186

allowed to develop for 18h, when they were harvested, dechorionated with bleach for 3.5min 187

and rinsed with water. Not all embryos were dechorionated by this gentle treatment, and the 188

chorion was then removed mechanically with a brush. 189

Time-lapse image acquisition 190

We developed a novel method to image the living larvae over several consecutive days causing 191

as little interference as possible. Briefly, after each imaging session individuals were kept at 192

25◦C and 60% relative humidity in a separate 500µl Eppendorf tube filled with 200µl standard 193

cornmeal-agar fly food. To regain the test subject the fly food was dissolved in water and the 194

larvae were localised under a binocular microscope (Figure 1A). To keep animals immobilised 195

for imaging, but alive through the imaging sessions, we utilised three different physical 196

immobilisation techniques at different stages. Embryo: We created a grid with 6 chambers of 197

approximately 1mm× 0.5mm× 0.5mm on an object slide using adhesive strip. Dechorionated 198

embryos were placed in the grid, covered with halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma) and oriented in such 199

a way that the dorsal class IV ddaC neurons faced towards the coverslip. L1 and L2 larvae: 200

Images of L1 and L2 larvae were acquired under a custom-made object slide (Dimitrova et al., 201

2008). The metal custom object slide fitted a round coverslip onto which the larva was placed, 202

oriented and covered with halocarbon oil. A plastic net on a round plastic support was then 203

placed on top of the coverslip and fixed with screws to the metal slide. Detailed information 204

about the design is available upon request. L3 larvae: L3 larvae were physically immobilised 205
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in halocarbon oil in-between an objective slide and a coverslip. Double-sided adhesive tape 206

served as spacer. On average two out of five individuals survived through all imaging steps. 207

During this procedure, development until the pupal stage was extended from typical five 208

days at 25◦C to about seven days in our preparation. Given the increased development time in 209

these conditions from ∼ 120h to ∼ 168h, embryo images were taken 18h−19hAEL, L1 images 210

at 42hAEL, L2 at 90hAEL and L3 images 138hAEL. The measured ddaC dendrite size at 90h 211

and at 138h corresponded to our previous measures of L2 and feeding L3 animals in control 212

conditions, respectively. Images were acquired with a Leica TCS SP2 Confocal Microscope 213

(http://www.leica-microsystems.com), maintaining minimal laser intensity to reduce 214

tissue damage. To avoid issues due to larval movement, we minimised imaging time per 215

z−stack and thus chose a relatively large z−step of 2µm combined with a larger pinhole size 216

(85−150µm) to obtain a voxel depth of 1.7−2.2µm. For embryos, we used a 40× oil immersion 217

objective and for all the other stages a 20× oil immersion objective. 218

Data analysis 219

All data analysis was performed in Matlab (www.mathworks.com) using our own software 220

package, the TREES toolbox (www.treestoolbox.org, version 1.15 and interim version, 221

Cuntz et al., 2010, 2011). A number of new TREES toolbox functions were custom-made 222

for this study and will be incorporated in the existing TREES toolbox with the publication 223

of this work: span tree, scaleS tree, scaleV tree, theta tree, compare tree, ui comp tree, 224

theta mc tree, growth tree. See below for details on the individual functions. In the fol- 225

lowing italic function names with tree suffix are TREES toolbox functions. All data will be 226

made available on www.NeuroMorpho.Org and all code and data will be made available on 227

www.treestoolbox.org. 228

Anatomical data of CIVda neurons 229

Image stacks from the confocal microscope were imported in the TREES toolbox and manual 230

reconstructions of all dendrites were performed individually (total amount of neurons N = 231

168) using the dedicated reconstruction user interface cgui tree. During the reconstruction 232

process we determined (1) adequate internode distances i.e. spatial resolution at which to 233

resample (resample tree) the dendritic structures, (2) parameters for a diameter taper toward 234

the root (quaddiameter tree) that best reproduced the overall diameter values of the real cells, 235
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(3) soma length and soma diameter values to best map soma diameters (soma tree) post hoc 236

on the existing reconstructions, and (4) region codes for dendrite, soma and axon. Axon nodes 237

were discarded for the remaining analysis. 238

Classical branching statistics 239

A large palette of branching statistics were collected for each dendrite reconstruction separately 240

using simple combinations of TREES toolbox functions: (1) Total dendrite length L was the 241

sum of all internode lengths (len tree), (2) number of branch points B were calculated 242

as the sum of all nodes that are branch points (B tree), (3) covered surface area S was 243

calculated with a novel custom written TREES toolbox function span tree that counts 1− bins 244

after morphological closing with a disc of 4µm radius of a binary matrix with 1 − bins 245

at tree node locations after resampling the trees to 1µm internode distances – similarly to 246

previous work on fly lobula plate tangential cells (Cuntz et al., 2008), (4) Sholl analysis 247

(Bird and Cuntz, 2019) that calculates the number of intersections of a tree with a growing 248

circle centred on the dendrite root was done by using the dedicated TREES toolbox function 249

sholl tree, (5) normalised Sholl analysis was done by normalising the Sholl radii to 6× the 250

mean Euclidean distance in the tree (eucl tree) and normalising the number of intersections 251

with the integral over the Sholl intersections diagram, (6) branch order distributions were 252

calculated by identifying how many nodes and the overall dendritic cable length of their 253

connected segments in the tree had a given branch order (BO tree), (7) normalised branch 254

orders were normalised to the next integer of 2.5× the mean branch order in any given 255

tree and the cable distribution was normalised to the total length of dendrite, (8) branch 256

length distributions were obtained by combining two TREES toolbox functions that calculate 257

the path length from each node to the root (Pvec tree) and that dissect the trees into their 258

individual branches (dissect tree), (9) normalised branch lengths were normalised to 3× 259

the mean branch length in the tree and branch length frequency was normalised to the 260

integral over the distribution, (10) compression value distributions were calculated as the 261

ratio between Euclidean distances (eucl tree) and the path distances (Pvec tree) to the 262

root for all nodes, (11) the Strahler order distributions were calculated as the percentages of 263

dendrite length per given Strahler order (strahler tree) (Vormberg et al., 2017), (12) branch 264

angle distributions were obtained by calculating the angles in the branching plane of each 265

branch point (angleB tree). 266
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Mathematical calculations for maximal space filling 267

Iterating over n and starting at n = 2 we distribute N = n2 targets on a hexagonal grid 268

within diamond-shaped boundaries, n being the number of targets on an edge of the diamond 269

(Figure 3A). The targets form a space divided into equilateral triangles where neighbours are 270

distance l away from each other. If the basis of one triangle is set to be horizontal, the height 271

of the equilateral triangle relates to l with h =
√
3
2

and the total surface of the diamond is: 272

S = h · (n− 1)2 · l2. (2)

273

Circles of radius θ = l
2

surrounding the targets on the hexagonal grid are packed optimally 274

and fill the surface area. It can easily be shown that the surface area covered by the circles 275

within the diamond shape follows S ′ = (n − 1)2 × the surface of the circle since the four 276

corners together cover the surface of one circle, each edge point covers half of a circle and 277

each centre point covers one entire circle each, so: 278

S
′
=
π

4
(n− 1)2 · l2, (3)

279

which corresponds to a portion of π
2
√
3
≈ 90.69% of the total surface S (see Equation 2). 280

Combining Equation 2 and θ = l
2
, we find that θ decreases with N and increases with S in 281

θ =
h−

1
2

2
· S

1
2 ·N−

1
2 (4)

282

Connecting the points on the grid optimally (in terms of total length of cable) yields a tree 283

with length L = (N − 1) · l since for each target (except the first) exactly one piece of length l 284

is required to connect it to the rest of the tree. Note that the minimum spanning tree has many 285

solutions since all the distances between neighbours are equal, being precisely l. An inherent 286

relation exists between L and θ: 287
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L = 2 (N − 1) · θ (5)

288

Combining L = (N − 1) · l with N = n2 and Equation 2 results in 289

L = h−
1
2 · S

1
2 · (n

2 − 1)

(n− 1)
≈ h−

1
2 · S

1
2 ·N

1
2 (6)

290

reminiscent of the power law that we described previously for planar dendritic minimum 291

spanning trees generally (Cuntz et al., 2012) and in this case providing an upper bound. 292

Further combining Equations 6 and 4: 293

θ ≈ S

2 · h · L
(7)

294

For a 2D square grid, the equations are similar although the coverage S
′

S
= π

4
≈ 78.54% is not 295

as good with: 296

S = (n− 1)2 · l2 θ =
1

2
· S

1
2 ·N−

1
2 L ≈ S

1
2 ·N

1
2 θ ≈ S

2 · L
297

while N = n2, θ = l
2
, and S

′
= π

4
(n− 1)2 · l2 remain unchanged. 298

Similarly, a 3D cubic grid can be constructed with: 299

V = (n− 1)3 · l3 θ =
1

8
· V

1
3 ·N−

1
3 L ≈ V

1
3 ·N

2
3 θ ≈ 1

8
· V

1
2 · L−

1
2

300

and N = n3, θ = l
2
, V ′

= π
6
(n− 1)3 · l3 and a poorer coverage even of V

′

V
= π

6
≈ 52.36% and a 301

2
3

power between N and L as we have shown previously for 3D cases (Cuntz et al., 2012). 302
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Scaling of real trees 303

In order to compare real trees with our simple maximal space filling example, all reconstruc- 304

tions were scaled to the same surface area S as our reference diamond (h · 1, 000, 000µm2) by 305

scaling the trees twice while measuring S (span tree, see above) to make sure that target 306

S is reached precisely in all cases (new TREES toolbox function scaleS tree). Real trees in 307

Figures 3C, 4, 6, 7, and 8 were scaled in such a manner. 308

Space-filling measure 1
θ 309

A custom-written new TREES toolbox function theta tree was used to calculate how space 310

filling a tree is. θ is the distance one has to move away from the tree to cover 90.69% of the 311

spanning surface of the tree, in analogy to our maximal space filling mathematical framework, 312

see above. Similarly to calculating the surface area S we calculated a binary matrix with 313

1− bins after morphological closing with a disc of 4µm radius and used the Matlab function 314

bwdist to calculate the distance from each bin within this spanning area and the closest bin 315

occupied by the dendritic tree. This approach would allow comparing distance distributions 316

in histograms, which for the example in Figure 6 would yield similar results as comparing 317

single values of θ (not shown). The iterative growth process followed a slightly different 318

but equivalent approach using a Monte Carlo method since for 3D cases the binary matrices 319

would have been very large (see below). 320

Dendritic minimum spanning trees 321

Optimal wiring was implemented as previously described (Cuntz et al., 2007) to minimise 322

total cable length with a minimum spanning tree algorithm connecting a given set of targets. 323

Similarly here an additional cost to reduce path lengths to any target along the tree towards 324

the root of the tree was required. This second cost was weighted by the balancing factor bf , the 325

only parameter that the wiring algorithm takes: total cost = wiring cost+ bf · path length cost. 326

This method was successfully used previously (Cuntz et al., 2008, 2010) and all algorithms 327

are available in the TREES toolbox (www.treestoolbox.org, MST tree). Targets were dis- 328

tributed uniformly in the target area and connected with the minimum spanning tree. Two 329

different configurations were used, see the following two paragraphs. 330
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Random morphological model 331

To validate that real dendrites were all well represented by optimal wiring on randomly 332

distributed targets we distributed targets randomly uniformly in the surface area of each real 333

dendrite one at a time (Figure 3D). We generated minimum spanning trees connecting as 334

many targets as required to reproduce the number of branch points B in the original tree and 335

matched the resulting synthetic tree surface area S each using the same scaling procedure 336

used for real reconstructions (see above). We then scanned the parameter bf of the model 337

between 0 and 1 in steps of 0.025. An error function comparing mean total length, branch 338

order, compression and path length between synthetic trees and their real counterparts yielded 339

an optimal bf of 0.225. The corresponding synthetic trees were then used with this bf value 340

(Figure 3D). For visual purposes, all synthetic trees were smoothed (smooth tree), and a 341

slight jitter was added (jitter tree) that did not affect the branching statistics. 342

Scaling model 343

In a simplified model that reproduced the scaling behaviour of real dendrites precisely, we 344

distributed random targets uniformly in the diamond area of our maximal space-filling 345

model (Figure 3B). Targets were connected using the same minimum spanning tree as above 346

(MST tree) with bf = 0.225 obtained from the random morphological model. These simplified 347

trees were used with the original surface area (h · 1, 000, 000µm2) for Figures 3B, and 4A. In 348

a simple modification of this configuration for Figure 4B the number of targets N (from 130 349

to 1, 700 in steps of 50) scaled with the side S
1
2 of a square area (from 67.5µm to 765.0µm in 350

steps of 22.5µm) with an initial phase with constant branch point numbers for the embryo 351

case (N = 130 for S
1
2 = 22.5µm and 45.0µm) to simulate the phase transition. 352

Time-lapse analysis 353

Before registration of the branch and termination points, the morphologies of identified pairs 354

of dendrites (the same cell in two consecutive time steps, N = 47 pairs) we rotated, translated 355

and scaled them separately in both dimensions to maximise the overlap of dendritic branches. 356

Branch and termination points were then registered using first a custom written algorithm that 357

compared paths and topological order of all nodes in the two dendrites (new TREES toolbox 358

function compare tree). The preliminary registration was then corrected by a custom-written 359

user interface (new TREES toolbox function ui comp tree) to associate branch and termination 360
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points of both time points to one another. For the stretching analysis, the individual scaling 361

steps were ignored and the vectors were drawn between branch and termination points of 362

time points 1 and 2 for all pairs. Newly formed branches or disappearing branches were 363

ignored. For the space filling analysis, only new branches in time point 2 were considered — 364

disappearing branches were negligible -– that appeared within the confines (tight hull using 365

Matlab function boundary with parameter alpha = 0.5) of branch and termination points in 366

time point 1. This constraint was necessary because in some cases an entire region of the distal 367

dendrite became visible only in the time point 2 reconstruction. Values for θ, N and L were 368

calculated similarly to reconstructions in Figure 3. 369

Iterative growth model 370

The iterative growth model (new TREES function growth tree) was fit to reproduce the 371

statistics of dendritic reconstructions in time point 2 given the reconstruction in time point 1 372

as a starting point (Figure 6). The iterations were subsequently used to grow entire trees from 373

scratch. At each time point, the surface area (or spanning volume for 3D cases) was probed 374

with 25, 000 random points (or 100, 000 in the 3D cases). For each probe, the nearest distance 375

eucl to the tree was detected. The resulting distances were capped at a maximal growth range 376

radius (120µm) and normalised to the maximum distance. In a mixed model, the selected 377

probing point was calculated by finding the maximum of (k · R + (1− k) · eucl) for k the 378

amount of noise between 0 and 1 and R a random number between 0 and 1 for each probing 379

point. The noise parameter k was saturated using tanh(8 · k). In the random filling model 380

(orange, Figure 6) one probing point was chosen at random (k = 1). In the maximal filling 381

model (blue, Figure 6) the probing point with the maximum distance was selected (k = 0). In 382

the mixed model, k was chosen as 0.45. The selected probing point was then connected to the 383

closest point on the tree according to cable length and path length cost with a bf = 0.225. The 384

new branch was subdivided into 1µm segments and jittered slightly before the next iteration 385

started. The growth process stopped when a target L was reached, in this case, the length of 386

the tree in time point 2 or the length of the tree that was simulated. At each iteration L and N 387

were stored and θ was calculated in this case as the largest value in eucl among the 90.69% 388

lowest values of eucl. 389
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Synthetic morphologies of other planar and 3D dendrites 390

Five synthetic dendrites were grown from scratch using the growth tree iterative growth 391

model. Synthetic mouse cerebellar Purkinje cells (Martone et al., 2003) were obtained using 392

bf = 0.6, radius = 450µm, k = 0.15; Fly lobula plate tangential cells (Cuntz et al., 2008) 393

were obtained using bf = 0.175, radius = 800µm, k = 0.45; Rat dentate granule cells (Rihn 394

and Claiborne, 1990) were obtained using bf = 0.935, radius = 500µm, k = 0.40; Guinea 395

pig hippocampus pyramidal cells (Wittner and Miles, 2007) were obtained using bf = 0.935, 396

radius = 1, 000µm, k = 0.45; Rat cortical layer 5 pyramidal cells (Hay et al., 2013) were 397

obtained using bf = 0.75, radius = 750µm, k = 0.30. 398
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Appendix 512

Figures 1–8 Overview of all reconstructions showing maximum intensity projections of the

microscopy image stacks and the skeletons of all relevant reconstructions (red – dendrite,

green – soma, blue – axon). The reconstructions are ordered by specimen (e.g. #9A) and by

developmental stages (Embryo, Larval Instar 1–3). All reconstructions are labelled by larval

segment identifiers (e.g. 3l, 4l, 5l, and 3r, 4r, 5r). The maximum intensity projections are shown

for multiple tiled stacks when available. The reconstructions were not necessarily done in the

shown image stack since in the overlap region of neighbouring tiled image stacks only one

image can be shown.

Figures 9–12 Overview of skeletons for all individual reconstructions, scaled to cover the

same surface area (contour is drawn in light grey). Soma location is shown with a large dot.

Dark grey shaded area indicates the ∼ 10% of the surface area that is furthest away (> θ) from

the tree. Specimen number, developmental stage and segment identifier (similar to Appendix

Figures 1–8) are shown under each reconstruction.

Figures 13–16 Overview of all pairs of reconstructions (left – time 1; right – time 2) for which

the same cell was imaged at two consecutive developmental stages. Registered branch and

termination points in each pair are shown with the same colour. Shaded area indicates

the conserved spanning area from time 1 in the reconstruction at time 2. Differences in the

spanning area can be due to occlusion in time 1 and only the new branches within the spanning

area of time 1 were used for the time-lapse analysis in Figures 5 and 6.
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